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poignant grief, to grieve when they are just in the midst of joy, and suddenly

it has turned to grief. A virgin who was betrothed to be married. Well, I

knew a girl here in Philadelphia, ten years ago who was engaged to a fellow, an

he became sick one week before the wedding, and he had leukemia and died

within four days, three days before the wedding. It does happen, and it is

an example that he gives here to show their condition with the suddenness

of this locust invasion, and this terrific loss. How about the next one?

....end of 0 k
05

Yes, I don't think there is any particular zg question there, is there?

Is this mourn, or have mourned? They have fallen into mourning, they are

mourning, going on .... l...

AAM: Yes, it is ...2...., it is imperfect. Yzx The oil fails. It is

not that this has happened, but that it is happening.

SH: That's a funny verb, isn't it? It is from amal (?) and BDB .... 2-....

AAM: There's a reduplication of the final radical, sometimes occurs.
like

And more apt to occur in weak verbs, like an ayin waw, a the reduplication

of an z7z± ayin ayin. Here we do have a few cases of it, rather rare though.

One tkAt would almost suspect seeing a word like this, whether it might be a

.3 rather than a reduplication, but the form part of the aleph

in the first radical, of that reudplication is probably the best.

The farnie are ashamed. That cerinly is possible isn't it? 3

Or the way the KJ takes it is an an imperative. I guess it could be either

way equally well, couldn't it? 3 3/k Yes, how do we translate it

there? kThe pe waw and the ayin waw sometimes fall together. And

certain to dry up would fit here, ....k...., and the two such similar words

do have a good many times attract (?) one another. It certainly should be

yabash as far as 2ux±zxz form is concerned. But the meaning would seem to

require both. So the idea of a mutual atbraction is something which we do

find. Especia]ly with the words which have some similarity of meaning that
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